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Persie’s got the keys to the kingdom. She’s spent months training hard, taking names, making

friends, and Purging beasts with a newfound confidence. Everything, she thinks, is going

swimmingly.But secrets are brewing in and around the Institute, ushered in by the arrival of a

mysterious stranger who is fundamentally opposed to everything Persie stands for. But he’s

fascinated by her.And he needs her help.While Persie is forced to confront her entire belief

system, Nathan struggles to hide dangerous secrets of his own. The awkward, bookish,

monster-loving scholar’s aide is much more than he seems—but if the truth were known, he

would lose everything…Pre-order now.*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are

without spoiler alerts.*

“a very welcome addition...essential...compelling...highly recommended” �Journal of the New

England Antiquities Research Association; “invaluable” �Journal of Scientific Exploration. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDavid Goudsward is the author of

numerous articles and publications on genealogy and New England megalithic sites. He is a

frequent lecturer on genealogical and historical topics. He lives in Lake Worth, Florida. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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they’re helpful and efficient.OnePersieAn arm slithered skillfully around my neck and squeezed.

It might have been a tentacle suckered to my throat, for all the good it did me, trying to pry the

thing away with desperate fingers. The pressure against my windpipe had the mark of an

expert: not too much, not too little. The Goldilocks of headlocks. My eyes were beginning to

bulge, inky spots dancing in my field of vision.I knocked my fists against the arms that held me

in a vise, tapping out.As soon as I submitted, the pressure released and I slumped out of the

headlock like toothpaste flopping off a brush, half-expecting my body to land with a similar

splat as I collapsed sideways onto the lurid blue spring floor of the training room. I lay there in a

fetal position, panting hard. I had three-months’ worth of bruises that could not even be

soothed by the industrial-strength bath salts my mom had sent. Everything ached. The

continued training had layered more strokes of mottled purple and blush atop the yellow

remnants of my last battering.“Getting better there, lass! Not so soon to tap out this time.”

Marcel McCarthy stood and bowed at my defeat, and I tipped my head in return. I could hardly

manage that, the blood still trying to find its way back into my skull.“Thanks for… humoring

me,” I croaked.As instructors went, Marcel had fast become one of my favorites, despite the

fact that I left his classes completely exhausted. The pain and fatigue were relentless, as

Marcel’s martial-arts training was held three days per week, providing insufficient time to

recuperate from the repetitive defeat. Fortunately, the Institute gods had been gracious enough

to slot the class into the last period of the day on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, so I

could immediately rush to my room and grimace under a shower. The hot water was my best

effort to preemptively unknot all of the bodily cricks I’d have in the morning. Even Teddy, lord of

the biceps and perpetual hogger of the gym’s weight machines, struggled under the strain of

Marcel’s sessions.Marcel snorted. “Nae humoring about it, lass. If you can’t beat ‘em, at least

you can stay conscious.”As the scholar of Martial Arts, Marcel was something of a walking

paradox. Before we’d started these sessions, I’d expected to see some willowy, balletic guy

who moved with the stealth of a tiger and had limbs that flowed like water. Instead, we’d been

met by this brutish bouncer of a Scotsman. He weighed 250 pounds, easy, with a perfectly

oiled ginger mustache that curved up like Salvador Dalí’s, and not so much as a memory of

hair on his shiny bald head. And yet, he moved as gracefully as a gymnast, able to flip and

somersault his hefty weight through the air as though he weighed nothing at all—though the

aftershocks when he landed still rattled my teeth. That was the beauty of Marcel: he could’ve

used his beastly force to floor anyone, but he didn’t. He preferred technique over muscle, style

over brawling. He never let anyone leave the room feeling desolate, even if he did dole out



penalties for those loitering at the bottom of the class… and I was usually one of them.“Up you

get, lass.” Marcel offered his hand and hauled me up so fast I almost got whiplash. “Right, then,

since everyone else is licking their wounds, I’d say there’s only one of yez left. And dinnae

forget, the quickest to yield gets the joy of sweeping the dojo. Currently, that’s—”I lifted a limp

hand. “Me. I know.” I glanced around the dojo as I caught my breath, well aware of how much of

a pain it’d be to clean. This wasn’t my first rodeo. The dojo itself was a large studio of sorts,

with high-beamed ceilings and paneled walls of pale wood and white canvas, as well as sliding

partitions that could be drawn for small group practice. Green and red dragons coiled along the

beams, adding a hint of the Far East, where most of our fighting styles hailed from. It was clean

and minimalistic, aside from the bright blue spring floor, which had been installed to take the

edge off harder landings.“Ah, dinnae be so glib about it. One of these days, someone else’ll be

at the bottom of the pile.” Something of a backhanded compliment, but he had a manner of

delivery that made you believe the compliment part, no matter how impossible it seemed.

Maybe, one day, I would scrape up to second-last. “So, who’s up?” Marcel asked.Genie

bounded into the center of the floor before I’d even vacated it. “I reckon I can take you,

McCarthy.” (She wasn’t being rude—he’d asked us to leave out the honorifics of ‘Scholar

McCarthy’ or ‘Sir,’ to bring a bit of equality to our training sessions. Marcel or McCarthy were

fine by him.)Marcel laughed with the entirety of his barrel chest. “Aye, the wee firecracker. I was

wondering when you’d muster the plums after you botched that somersault on Wednesday. I

thought you’d be in the Infirmary, seeing stars for a week.” He grinned mischievously. “Though

I’ve got to say, you’d have had me if you’d not conked your bonce six ways to Sunday.”“No clue

what you just said,” Genie retorted. There was laughter from the rest of the ten-strong class.

Since finding the Door to Nowhere and rescuing our fellow hunters, we’d earned our

classmates’ respect, and they ours: Teddy Isherwood, Suranne Redmond and Gem Phillips

(formerly the Ponytails), Colette Requin, Ayperi Khoury, Adrian Gunn, Pia Sund, and Dauda

Jalloh.It had been a lengthy road to reach this level of friendliness, especially for Genie. She

hadn’t forgotten the way things had started, and she hadn’t let them forget their initial behavior,

either. But she’d taken it upon herself to educate them instead of ignoring them, and she’d

given them plenty of food for thought. Like when she earned the top ranking during our Arena

sessions and they used to quip, “Well, you only won because you’ve got all that Atlantean juice

in your veins.” They didn’t necessarily think they were saying anything wrong, but she’d called

them out on the comment and explained the way it made her feel—as though she had no right

to win, or that she’d somehow cheated because of what she was—and forced them to unpick

the nuances in what they’d said and understand why it was more of a slur than they realized.

Or when older students or graduates made a sly comment about her, or Atlantis, and our

classmates stayed silent. She asked them, outright, why they hadn’t spoken up, and made

them see that silence was almost as bad as hurling an insult. Slowly but surely, they’d realized

the error of their ways and had begun to unlearn the judgments that had been instilled in them

since birth. After apologies, the reading of Genie’s suggested texts, and vows to be better

(plus, proving that they meant it by creating a no-tolerance policy of any anti-Atlantean

sentiments), a truce had finally been struck. It was a good start.“Aye, well, you should count

your lucky stars—all them ones that were swimming round your noggin last time we met in

combat—that I didnae come from Glasgow, else you’d still be figuring out what I was saying

after I’d already wiped the floor with you.” He maneuvered into position, stepping behind a line

of white duct tape at the far side of the room while Genie emulated him on the nearside,

closest to where the class was watching from a safe distance.It had been three months since

our martial-arts training began, but six months had somehow raced by since the Door to



Nowhere incident. Our classes changed up with every season, and as spring had turned into

summer, we’d had two new classes piled on top of the old ones. Our schedules were now fit to

burst. Five days a week, from eight in the morning until eight at night, we sprinted from one two-

hour lesson to the next. We had half-hour breaks in the mornings and afternoons for studying,

and a half-hour for lunch—or a trip to the Infirmary, depending on how the day had gone. And

once the day was over, we usually had a stack of homework to plough through: essays, notes-

studying, preparing for the next day’s sessions, that sort of thing. Most people tried to get some

of that done in our study breaks, but not me.For my part, I used my private study periods to

visit Victoria at least once a day. She’d become my mentor, researching ways that I could better

use my ability and guiding me through what she’d found. As it was a new ability, it came with a

learning curve for both of us. At the moment, we were looking into the possibility that I might be

able to Purge at will, to reduce the chance of a Purge sneaking up on me. The symptoms

indicated when it was going to happen, of course, but we both thought it would make things

easier if I could choose when I Purged. So far, however, our attempts had only ended in me

being very sweaty and breathless, with a few burst blood vessels from straining too hard. She’d

promised to research further, but we’d have to wait and see if it came to anything.Aside from

that, the general schedule included Hunting Technique with Tarif Hosseini, Engineering with

Naomi Hiraku, Monster History with Ingram MacLoughlin and Nathan, and Monster Sciences

and Anatomy with Lisbeth Oriel, a sweet, soft woman who hailed from Finland. That was our

daily roster—and the latter three, I was happy to say, I was acing. In addition to our core

classes, we had arena time twice a week with Captain Pain, otherwise known as Johannes

Noah—a fierce and terrifying South African taskmaster who made non-sequitur jokes that

everyone was always too afraid to laugh at. All except Genie, who was never afraid to laugh,

and who’d become the firm favorite in all the athletic classes. And, of course, we had Martial

Arts with Marcel to fill up those last three spots in the week.“Bow,” Marcel instructed Genie. He

put his gigantic sausage fingers together and leaned forward. Genie did the same. She was a

foot shorter and a quarter of his width, but everyone in our class waited on tenterhooks,

knowing this was going to be an interesting bout. The size difference didn’t matter one bit—

she’d come close to flooring him a few times in the last three months, usually at a cost to her

physical well-being. That somersault had been no joke. She’d soared over his head, misjudging

her rotation and proximity to the wall, and crashed into the mirror, shattering it to pieces.

Naturally, she’d brushed it off like she’d just grazed her knee, winning everyone’s awe for the

thousandth time since defeating her first gargoyle in Hosseini’s class. But she’d felt that

collision later. She’d splayed out on my bed, groaning with an icepack on the huge goose-egg

that had risen on the back of her head, bemoaning her actions.And that’s why I love you. I

settled down beside Teddy, who gave me a firm pat on the back with his meaty paw.“You did

good, Pers,” he said with a smile. Most animosities had fizzled away after the revelation that I’d

saved everyone from Fergus’s realm and that my pixies had been helpers, not kidnappers.

After I’d watched their growth and progression with Genie, I hoped in the future they’d have the

knowledge to stop themselves, and others, from acting the way they had.Still, my classmates

got a bit wary if I went pale or shaky, especially after I Purged a Wyvern at the May Day festival

in the orchard. They’d heard a lot about my Purges over the last six months, but their fear was

diminishing now that Victoria and I had our capturing synchronicity down to a fine art. I buzzed

her when things got hairy, and she sent hunters to stand at my door, or wherever the Purge

was taking place, in case I couldn’t deal with the monster myself. Nine times out of ten, I

managed, using their momentary distraction of bowing or acknowledging me as their creator to

launch a puzzle box. Sometimes, I used hex bags that Naomi had taught me how to craft, with



Genie or a classmate adding a spark of Chaos to it to charge it up if the distraction didn’t work.

A big gold star to shove in O’Halloran’s face, though he was still resolute about not letting me

return to the SDC. But it wasn’t as though we’d been given a summer break, so I didn’t feel like

I was missing out. My parents had been suitably disappointed that I wouldn’t be visiting,

though. Video calls just didn’t cut the mustard as far as they were concerned, and it wasn’t

often that they could get away for a visit.Still, we’re halfway through our first year already…

Putting it like that was bizarre. It felt like yesterday that Genie and I had arrived and the Door

fiasco had gone down. Apparently, when nothing was threatening the peace and we only had

our studies to focus on, time slipped through my fingers like sand. Well, I suppose it hadn’t

been entirely peaceful; Leviathan still visited my thoughts from time to time, mostly during the

private tirades of frustration I launched at my bathroom mirror after a particularly brutal arena

session, or during moments of deep exhaustion. Anytime I was at my most vulnerable, it

seemed—like he had a radar for my gloom. I might not have minded if he had more interesting

things to say, but he was usually interrupting the hours of personal study that I had to do after

classes ended, and he brought nothing of value to the conversation. He chitchatted, mostly

one-sidedly, about the glory of Purging and how magnificent I’d look by his side, as his queen.

That last bit tended to cut the conversation off sharp, every damn time.My attention was

snapped up again by Genie, in the center of the dojo floor. She darted forward like a furious

honey badger, hands up and ready to boogie. This was the only athletic class that didn’t allow

magic, but Genie was like a fighting chameleon, able to adapt to any and all circumstances and

surroundings. On the other side of the training room, Marcel took a few casual steps toward his

swift opponent. The sensei and the grasshopper, though I had no idea how this was going to

end.“Ah, come on, I know you can move faster than that! Don’t give me this shuffling old bear

trick!” Genie shouted, peacocking a little. She wasn’t a show-off, but she was a bit of a

performer. Now that our classmates had our backs and we had theirs, the Institute definitely felt

more like home. Mom was part thrilled, part miffed by that revelation, but I’d come to learn that

moms always had a gear to grind, even when things were going well. Or maybe she just

missed me as intensely as I missed her.Marcel snickered. “You fight with your hands, Genie,

not your gob.”Genie ignored this jibe and dropped to her knees, skidding right between

Marcel’s legs. I could’ve sworn I saw a flicker of confusion on the scholar’s face as he

processed what had happened. Genie jumped up on the other side and drove a kick into the

back of Marcel’s knee, but his leg stayed firmly rooted, like the oak trunk it imitated. “I swear,

you’ve had your bones replaced with metal,” she said, ducking away from his arm as it swung

back to pull her into that deadly headlock.“Aye, and you grease yourself up before you come to

my classes. Slippery as a jellied eel!” Marcel leapt into a breathtaking swan dive, curving his

head up at the last moment before impact with the spring floor, so his shoulders took the hit. As

the rest of his body followed through the roll, he popped up to his feet, all in one fluid motion.

My Uncle Finch, with his troubling enthusiasm for that ancient film Flashdance, would’ve been

whooping and hollering right about now.“It wouldn’t be any fun if you could catch me,” Genie

shot back, pacing in front of her assailant.Colette exhaled a tense breath in the brief pause.

“Yeesh, that was close. When he gets you in that headlock, it’s all over.” She rubbed the

crimson shadow on her throat, evidence of her turn with the scholar. Marcel’s headlocks were

infamous, and though he’d taught us how to use them, they were never as precise or deadly as

his.“At least ya arm stayed in its socket, eh?” Dauda winced as he rolled his own injured

shoulder in a circle. The clicking sound that emitted from his bones turned my stomach. Dauda

was a six-foot-five, hard-as-nails Sierra-Leonean, so I felt slightly better knowing he’d had his

ass handed to him too.Marcel mopped his shiny brow on the back of the Institute’s version of a



judogi, which we all wore for these lessons. The judogi worn by trainees was black and

durable, with a strip of white cutting through the center to identify us as first years. Marcel wore

a solid maroon belt, which he tightened before lunging back in to silence Genie’s smart

remarks. Finally, they were in close combat. For every strike that Marcel put up, Genie blocked

it with a forearm, a palm, a shoulder—the sound of the fast impacts smacked through the

room, making everyone flinch. For every strike Genie tried to land, Marcel countered as though

he were flicking lint off his uniform.“You’re thinking too much,” he warned as he advanced on

her, forcing her to retreat before jabbing the heel of his palm into her sternum and knocking her

backward.She recovered quickly, steadying herself by squatting low. “I thought I was supposed

to have a concussion?”“Maybe your head is the thing made out of metal.” Marcel covered the

distance between them in two strides, his hand slicing downward, aiming for the space where

her neck met her shoulder. She took advantage of the vulnerability of his body, left defenseless

by his attack. She countered with a dragon rana, flipping herself forward through the air so that

she landed atop his shoulders, her legs hooking around his neck. Then she heaved her

bodyweight toward the ground while the rest of us watched, breathless, as Marcel toppled,

pulled down by the unexpected move. He arced in seemingly slow-motion before his back

thudded hard into the floor, sending out shockwaves through the room. He lay still for a

moment, stunned.“Holy crap!” said Suranne.I nodded. “My thoughts exactly.”Genie got to her

feet, towering over Marcel, and pressed her foot to his chest. “Do you surrender?”“Not even

close.” Marcel grasped her foot and pushed upward, sending her sprawling.I unclenched my

fists, not realizing I’d balled them up out of anxiety for my friend. Marcel wouldn’t admit it until

the fight was over, but she definitely had come close to winning.“You almost had him, G!”

Adrian Gunn shouted. Adrian was a long-haired Welshman who may or may not have had a

huge crush on Genie, so who knew how objective he was.“Sock it to him!” Teddy yelled.Pia

Sund, a Swede with a sharp blonde bob, punched the air vehemently. “Do that flippy thing

again!”Is this really the same Institute? I observed my classmates with an amused smile. No

one jeered, they just offered advice and commiseration, and even promised to save a slice of

pie for me at dinner while I swept the dojo floor.“I’ll be coughing up bits of lung for a month,”

Genie joked, lurching back up.Marcel cackled. “Well, dinnae go telling the medics it was me

who dislodged ‘em.”“Pfft, I’m no snitch.” Genie round-housed Marcel while he was mid-laugh,

catching him square in the almighty chest. I made a mental note of everything she did,

determined to try it out when I got back to my room. Maybe not the flippy stuff, but I could

definitely improve my kicks and slices and spins.I have liv’d long enough for others, like the

Dog in the Wheel, and it is now the Season to begin for myself: I cannot change that Thing

call’d Time, but I can alter its Posture and, as Boys do turn a looking-glass against the Sunne,

so I will dazzle you all. I’d been reading more British and Irish literature since coming here,

thanks to Nathan’s recommendations, and that quote from Peter Ackroyd’s Hawksmoor had

struck a sincere chord. I did feel as though the seasons had changed, not just literally but

figuratively, and these last days of summer had formed the firm foundations of the hunter I

would become. I wasn’t a fumbling, staggering newborn foal anymore. Maybe I was still hitting

the floor in Martial Arts, but I was making huge leaps elsewhere. I finally had a handle on my

Purges, thanks to all I’d learned in training and the puzzle boxes I now carried at all times. And

Genie… well, she was dazzling everyone. I’d never seen her thrive like this, and it buoyed me

up, knowing we’d made the right choice in coming here.Marcel stumbled back and Genie

landed another roundhouse on the exact same spot, whirling like a dervish as she struck him

with kick after kick after kick, until, like a tree that had been chain-sawed at the base, he finally

toppled. The ensuing crash made the mirrors tremble, and some older students peeked



through the training-room windows to see what had happened. A few inquisitive eyes widened

in shock, seeing Marcel downed like Goliath to Genie’s David.“YASSSS!” Gem shouted, before

flinging her arms around Suranne.“Genie, Genie, Genie, Genie!” Teddy started up the chant

and everyone jumped in, cheering my best friend before the match was even properly over.

Carried away by the mob mentality, I added my voice to the mix, shouting until my voice went

hoarse. Genie had ranted about this for weeks, exasperated that she kept getting beaten by

Marcel at the last moment, but she’d finally done it… Marcel was down for the count.Genie,

sweating buckets, walked to Marcel and stood over him. “Do you submit this time?”Marcel held

out a hand. “I submit, lass. Three months of near misses, and you finally did it. Landed me on

me arse, like a prize wally.”“Hey, Ms. Jules is always harping on about patience and modesty.”

Genie grabbed his proffered hand and helped him up. “I’ve learned modesty by getting floored

99% of the time—or maybe that’s humility. And I’ve learned patience by persevering to reach

that 1%.”“Well earned, lass.” Marcel dusted himself off and tightened the belt of his judogi

variation. “I could’ve done without the gawping spectators, but there’s nae shame in losing.” He

nodded toward the observers behind the training-room glass. “You only learn how to win by

taking a whole lot of hits first.” His eyes sought mine with a pointed nod, and I heard his

encouragement loud and clear.If I’m ever going to get out of last place, I need to up my game.

Poring over books and absorbing endless notes came easy to me, but I sometimes forgot that

the physical part of my training also needed care and attention outside of lessons. It wasn’t

enough to prance around in my bedroom, trying to kick seven bells out of imaginary attackers. I

needed to learn from my mistakes and come back harder and faster and fitter than before,

which meant cardio, and maybe persuading Genie to spar with me. Or perhaps I could ask

Teddy or Dauda to step in, to imitate battling with physically bigger opponents. Either way, I

wanted to show everyone that both of us SDC women were a force to be reckoned with.Marcel

smiled, unfazed by the loss. “After that, I need a sit down, so yez can scoot early and sort out

your aches and pains. Persie, you know where the broom is, aye?”“Aye,” I mimicked.Ayperi

shouldered her backpack, while the others were already halfway out the door. “Do you want us

to get you anything from the canteen?”“Not today, thanks. I’ve got to go see Ms. Jules and then

come back here to sweep the decks, so I’ll grab something later,” I replied, grateful for the

offer.She smiled. “We’ll be hanging around the rec room after, if you change your mind.” Her

gaze turned to Genie, who never left before I finished sweeping. “That was awesome. I’ve got a

feeling we’ll still be talking about that at graduation.”“Hopefully you’ll all have gotten the better

of me by then,” Marcel retorted as he, too, made his way from the dojo.Genie had put in the

work, and it had paid off. She ran for pleasure, for crying out loud. But it served as a double

reminder that I needed to start making changes to my fitness regimen. I glanced out of the dojo

window, where the sea frothed in the distance, stormy and carrying a chill in the air—not one I

could feel, but one I could sense in the slate gray of the sky and the shiver of the waves. The

tides could turn in my favor. It was all in my hands now.Fall was on its way. It had always been

my favorite season, filled with warmth and burnt colors, and I had a feeling that this one was

really going to be the making of me.TwoPersieTen minutes later, I sat in Victoria’s office for one

of our daily half-hour sessions, which sort of made Marcel’s early finish meaningless for me.

She’d cancelled this morning’s tutorial and rescheduled it for the end of the day, but I didn’t

fancy stretching my evening out further than I had to. I hoped I could catch her a little early and

make quick work of the dojo once I was done. Genie had gone to do some private study, with a

promise to meet me back at the dojo afterward. I just had to send a text and she’d be there to

keep me company, grateful not to have to pore over Gatsby’s Encyclopedia of Monster

Anatomy, a book so heavy you had to wheel it on a cart to your study spot.“You look tired. Are



you eating and sleeping properly?” Victoria began, not very flatteringly. “Has there been a

Purge I do not know about?”I shook my head. “I think I’m just starting to look like a student.

Twelve-hour days have a way of catching up to a person.”“Yes, perhaps.” She gave a small sniff

which I guessed was supposed to be a chuckle. “Now, how are you getting on with your

Euphoria techniques? It’s been a few days since we discussed that, but I do believe it may be

key to unlocking voluntary Purges.”“I… keep trying, but nothing really happens,” I

admitted.“Even with the Astral Conduit I gave you?” Victoria furrowed her brow. Being sans-

magic came with a particular set of difficulties that tended to frustrate the bejeezus out of the

head huntswoman. If the key to voluntary Purges was Euphoria, then I doubted I’d ever be able

to manage it. Only magicals could tap into that higher state, device or no device.I took a flat

disc that looked like it was made of hematite out of my backpack and slid it across the desk

toward her. “I can’t even get it to light up the way you did last time.” I waggled my fingers. “I

don’t have the right fuel. It’s like trying to ram a square peg into a round hole.”“That just means

we can strike that option off the list, but I have a whole host of alternatives for us to delve into.”

Her black eyes glinted with eagerness. “This is as new to me as it is to you, but we will find a

way together. I simply refuse to believe that your ability is random. Ironically, Chaos is an entity

of order. There must be a system to it.”We had gone over endless possibilities throughout the

last six months, without coming up with much to show for it. I agreed with her that there had to

be hidden depths to this ability, but Leviathan had been no help in suggesting what they might

be. Still, my Purges had evened out of their own accord, to a certain extent. I knew they would

come at least once a week, but they still spewed out of me whenever they felt like it. I couldn’t

schedule them to arrive at six o’clock on a Thursday evening, regular as clockwork, but we’d

both come to the conclusion that life would be much easier if I could schedule a Purge. It was

the kind of control that I dreamed of, taking the unexpectedness out of this curse. But, right

now, it was exactly that… a dream.“I think we should go back to the emotion thing,” I offered.

“Meditation calms me down, and that keeps a Purge at bay. My worst Purges happen when I’m

at a fever pitch of anger, or sadness, or stress. Sure, they come along when I’m fine, too, but I

just feel like we’re missing something by not playing on emotion.”Victoria got up and paced

behind her armchair, tapping a finger on her lower lip. “Okay, we’ll try that for today’s session.”

She paused and looked at me. “How is your monster diary coming along?”“It’s pretty detailed,” I

replied. She’d suggested I keep a journal of sorts, writing down every Purge beast I created

and how I’d felt when it happened. I’d turned it into more of a detailed sketchbook, with close-

up diagrams and labels I could reference if I needed to.“Any sort of pattern emerging?”I

shrugged. “Not that I can see. I’ve had Nathan take a look at it, and he can’t see any uniformity

to it, either.”“After six months, I would have thought there would be some regularity to the kinds

of beasts you Purge.” She sighed, evidently exasperated that my ability continued to baffle and

bemuse. “Perhaps, if we can uncover a way for you to choose when you Purge, you will also be

able to choose the size and type of beast that you create.”“Sure, let’s add that to the abstract

theory list.” I flashed her a resigned smile. We kept bandying theories between us, but so far

none of them had actually formed into something real. I was beginning to wonder if they ever

would. Maybe, if I was a true magical, these things could’ve been possible. But there was every

chance that Echidna and Leviathan had bet on the wrong horse when they’d “gifted” me with

this ability. They might’ve thought what everyone else thought, that being a Merlin immediately

meant magic up the wazoo. Ergo, by not having said Chaos up the wazoo, there would always

be peaks of this ability that I would never be able to climb to.Victoria waved a hand through the

air. “I only have you for half an hour. Why don’t we begin with the emotion theory, and combine

that with your meditation practices? Focus on a moment in which you have felt overwhelmed



with emotion, and try to relive it as I have taught you—retracing the footsteps of a memory—

and use that to see if you can urge a monster to come out.”“I’ll give it a whirl.” Shifting until I felt

more comfortable in the armchair, which was so large that it swamped me, I closed my eyes

and tried to do what she’d instructed. I knew precisely which part of my memory I needed to

claw my way into, though it wasn’t so much an actual memory as the recollection of a dream.I

took a few deep breaths, sinking deeper into my subconscious with each lungful, the way

Victoria had taught me over the last six months. The feel of the smooth armchair underneath

my fingertips disappeared and the sound of Victoria’s breathing faded to nothing, my

awareness of her office melting away until there was nothing but blank darkness in my mind. A

clean slate with which I’d start building the image I needed.Think of glass. It’s smooth and cold

to the touch, with a bluish tint and a breath of frost across it. It’s all around me—a pane on

each side, one on the floor, and one forming the roof of the box. Like a construction worker, I

brought the pieces into that dark space in my head, putting myself in the center of it. Well, a

projection of myself. The glass panes slotted into position, trapping me. Already, a flicker of

claustrophobia made my lungs clench slightly, though I tried to carry on breathing deeply for

the sake of the meditative state.Dark figures in cloaks. Everyone I love, standing watching,

doing nothing. A shadow breathing down my neck. He’s cold, and his voice sends a shudder up

my spine. I’m trapped in here with him, because they think I am what he is. A monster. I used

the narrative to bring in the primary players, the cloaked members of the SDC—family, friends,

and those in between—appearing in front of the frosted glass. Using my artistic flair, I added

detail to my mother’s sad face, drawing in the crow’s feet around her eyes and the trembling of

her lower lip as she condemned her daughter to a life of imprisonment. I did the same with my

father, manipulating his face so that he had it turned away, his eyes lowered as if he couldn’t

even look at me. For Tobe and Genie, I made sure they looked distraught, their eyes wide and

glittering with un-spilled tears. I needed it to hit me hard.It’s safer for everyone… As if I had

pressed play on a paused screen, the scene began to play out as it did in my dreams. I didn’t

have that nightmare as often as I used to, but it still popped in once a week, usually around the

same time I Purged. I’d chosen the trigger most likely to set me off, as my psyche now

associated the two things.I was inside the box now, no longer seeing it as a projection but

feeling as though I were actually, physically, painfully there. Everyone began to turn away from

me, the jangle of keys rattling in my ears and giving the imprisonment a sense of finality. It

played out familiarly. I screamed. I pounded at the glass. There was blood, sweat, and tears.

And I was infinitely alone.Except for one person, if you could call him that.Persephone? Are

you in pain? Leviathan’s voice boomed in my skull, but he wasn’t behind me, as he always was

in this nightmare. This was the real Leviathan, making contact through my meditative state.

Persephone, talk to me. Are you reaching out to me? Are you in trouble? I am here. I am

always here.I scrambled free of the image I’d crafted in my mind, using the skills Victoria had

taught me to unravel what I’d built. It began with pushing my finger hard into the slight dip

behind my ear, where there was a nerve point—a trigger method we’d worked on long and

hard so I would always have a way out of the “re-experiencing walks,” as she called them. The

box stayed exactly where it was, my family and friends still visible in the near distance. Utter

terror seized me, freezing the blood in my veins. The nerve trick had never failed before, but my

memory wasn’t fading.Persephone? Your heart is beating too fast. Calm down, my darling. You

must breathe… Leviathan urged.I pushed harder into the nerve point behind my ear, still crying

from the experience of the nightmare. I didn’t know if it was possible to get stuck inside a

memory, but this wasn’t one I wanted to be trapped in.I felt cold fingertips on my neck, brushing

back my hair. I am here, my Persephone. You must calm down. Your heart is beating too fast



and you have forgotten to breathe. I became vaguely aware of Leviathan behind me, his scaly

arms wrapping around my waist until my back was flush to his armored chest. I am expending

a great deal of energy to join you here, in this memory. You must listen before I have to go.

Breathe with me. I need you to breathe, my darling.My hands somehow held onto his forearms,

my fingertips sensing every ridge and indent of his scales, as though he really were here. I…

can’t. I can’t get out.You can, and you must. Breathe with me. I felt his chest rise against my

back, and instinctively took a breath to match his. I held it until he exhaled, following his

example. Over and over, I copied the rhythm of his breathing, the panic subduing in my chest. I

felt as though I were meditating all over again, but within my own mind, a Russian nesting doll

of meditations. Now, release yourself from the memory, he said softly, and I felt the hiss of his

breath against my cheek.Lifting my finger, I pressed it into the dip behind my ear… and

everything fell away. The glass shattered and the darkness erupted into light, my eyes flying

open to find myself back in Victoria’s office, panting for dear life. She stood in front of me, her

hands on my arms as though she had been shaking me.“Persie, are you all right?” she gasped,

paler than I had ever seen her.I nodded uncertainly. “I got… stuck.”“There were wisps of black

smoke coming off you, but I couldn’t snap you out of it!” She sounded as panicked as I’d felt.

“You were shaking and mumbling and sweat was pouring off you. I really thought you might

have cracked it, but then I wasn’t able to stir you...”I pressed the back of my hand to my

forehead. Sure enough, I wiped away a slick of sweat. “There was smoke? For real?”“There

was, but… I don’t know if we should try that again.” Victoria straightened up, masking the panic

with her usual brand of firm confidence. “What was the memory, if you don’t mind me asking?

Perhaps it held too much emotion.”“It was my box dream,” I admitted. I’d told her about it many

times before, though I always left out the part where Leviathan spoke to me. I didn’t want her

thinking that was a regular occurrence.Victoria pursed her lips. “Let us leave it there for today.

Next time, I think we ought to use a slightly less perturbing memory. Something that still sparks

sadness or anger or panic, but nothing quite so volatile. I did not enjoy seeing you like that.

One should never be trapped inside their own mind.” She unleashed a strained breath. “I

thought I was going to have to get some of the Scholars in here to try and release you or use a

spell or two of my own. But I do not like to meddle in the affairs of another’s mind.”I nodded,

getting up on unsteady legs. “I’ve got to go and clean the dojo floor anyway, but I’ll make a note

of this in my monster journal so I know what to avoid next time.”“Good idea.” Victoria leaned

against her desk, gripping the edges tight. I’d evidently concerned her. It was the closest to

rattled I had ever seen her, and that, in turn, rattled me. If Leviathan hadn’t managed to get me

to breathe, would I really have gotten stuck in my own mind? I didn’t even want to think about

it, but as I left Victoria’s office, I couldn’t help but feel a surge of gratitude toward the monster

who had given me this curse.Leviathan and I were quickly developing the epitome of a love-

hate relationship. Sometimes, when I needed answers, he gave me the silent treatment or

became the master of evasion tactics. But then there were times when he showed up like that,

making it impossible to decide what to make of him.For now, I chose to be thankful, until he

gave me a reason to hate him again.ThreePersieIswept and scrubbed the dojo for a good half-

hour, wiping clean every trace of my failures and the dread that my session with Victoria had

left in the pit of my stomach. I wanted to start fresh the next time I walked into this room and

hers. Maybe that was why Marcel got the biggest loser to clean house after the session. It

looked, to the unknowing eye, like a penalty. But it was actually an opportunity to reflect on

where I’d mis-stepped and where I could do better, going over the very ground where I’d made

my mistakes. I supposed it made a poignant parallel to my work with Victoria, too. My mom

would have laughed herself into a burst blood vessel if I’d admitted this to her, after the



arguments we used to have about the state of my bedroom—paints and pencils and papers

and canvases everywhere—but there was a serenity and a meditative quality to be found in

sweeping and scrubbing.“You realize I could’ve skimmed a bit of Water over the floor and

nobody would’ve known the difference, right?” Genie leaned on a mop, having just finished up

the last corner. She didn’t have to help me out, but she always did, and she always whined

about it. Secretly, I think she got something meditative out of it, too. The lady doth protest too

much, as Shakespeare would’ve said.I chucked the big yellow sponge that I used for

thoroughness into a clean bucket. “That would be missing the point of the punishment, and

Marcel would definitely know the difference. I think he’s addicted to the smell of this lemon

stuff.” I was pretty sure the scent of citrus detergent would bring my mind back into this room

for the rest of my life.“Whatever floats your boat, I guess.” She gathered up the mop and

broom, tiptoeing like a cartoon spy across the damp floor toward the storage cupboard. I joined

her, locking away the supplies until I’d have to haul them back out again on Monday. She

flashed me a wicked grin as she snapped the cupboard shut. “Does this mean we’re ready to

get our weekend on?”“I don’t know about you, but I’ve got a hot date with my bathtub and Mr.

Epsom,” I said as we hopped from dry spot to dry spot on our way out of the training room.

Obviously, Mr. Epsom was a hefty bag of bath salts; as far as romantic interests went, I’d only

received one offer… and that came with a hell-crown that I definitely didn’t want, despite him

being in my good books for the time being. I hadn’t mentioned much about my session to

Genie, in case it freaked her out, but she seemed to sense something had gone on and had

amped up her cheer to make up for it.She gave a low whistle. “Saucy minx.” A visible hint of

excitement bristled through her, like she’d licked a battery to test if it worked. “But first, pixie

time!”“I was thinking about skipping tonight,” I lied. I had a theory that I wanted to kick the tires

on.Her mouth dropped in surprise, but then her eyes narrowed. “Ooh, you almost got me

there.”“What?” I acted coy, glad to be distracted from what had happened with Victoria. “I

thought you’d jump at the idea of a night off from my pesky Purges. Unless… there’s another,

taller, lion-ish, handsome reason you want to spend your Friday evening at the Repository?”In

terms of Genie’s romantic interests, she’d received a slew of love confessions, proposed dates,

and secret cards left outside her bedroom door from a bevy of hunters who’d watched her

meteoric rise through the first-year ranks, her talents giving older students a run for their

money. But she only had eyes for one man. Frankly, I was sick of waiting for them to get their

act together, waiting for that slow-motion, strings-coming-in-on-the-soundtrack moment that still

hadn’t happened. It had been six months since Fergus and Lorelei, and even that heart-

wrenching tale of star-crossed love hadn’t been enough to light a fire under either of

them.“Tobe? He’s a peach, and I’m sure there are plenty of folks with a Beauty-and-the-Beast-

fantasy, but he’s just not my type.” She grinned wolfishly, looping her arm through mine as we

headed for our rock-and-roll Repository Friday. “Now, tell me you’re not going to bury your nose

in books all day tomorrow. I was thinking we could have a little jaunt into town, or a walk on the

beach.”“I know Nathan hasn’t asked you out yet, but I’m not much of a substitute,” I teased,

refusing to drop the subject until they shouted from the rooftops that they were crazy about

each other. I’d probably be ribbing her about it until graduation.She feigned shock. “You’re not a

substitute! You’re the MVP. No one I’d rather spend a Saturday afternoon strolling with.” Her

expression softened. “I mean that. Even if Nathan were to ask me out—which I’m not saying I

want—it’ll always be sisters before misters.”“Can I get that in writing?” I asked, smiling, before

the memory of a stack of textbooks diverted my attention from her love woes. “I’ve got a paper

to finish for Monster History, and a couple of anatomy sketches for Monster Biology. I also

thought I might… uh… hit the gym, so I’ll have to see how much I get done before I agree to



anything.”Genie skidded to a halt and whirled me around. “Did you say ‘gym?’”“I might have.”

My cheeks flushed a little. “I thought I’d string a load of weights around my neck to thicken it up

so Marcel can’t choke me out anymore.”She chuckled. “You were awesome today, Pers.

Everyone’s improving, and you’re no exception. I saw you land that sneaky kidney punch, and

you hit him with a knee kick. I bet McCarthy is feeling it now. If he didn’t have those headlocks

and legs like flipping steel girders, you’d have floored him ages ago.”“I appreciate the pep talk,

but I need to push harder in the physical classes. The rate I’m going, I might as well get my

name inscribed on that broom. I’m way behind in Hunting Technique and Martial Arts, and I

swear Johannes is actually going to use his bullwhip on me if I mess up the chimera simulation

again.” I got us walking again, our footsteps echoing in the empty corridors. By now, everyone

would be in the Banquet Hall or the rec room, relaxing after another killer week of training. A

few would be getting bruises and cuts seen to in the Infirmary, or begging for a revitalization

tonic from the medics, while those lucky few who’d struck up a romance would be meandering

in the orchard, making the most of these last warm(ish) days of Irish summer. Honestly, I’d

been surprised that Ireland even had a proper summer, and even one with enough sunshine to

coax out the inkling of a tan.Ah… bring back August. I’d had some incredible weekends down

at the Institute’s private cove during the summer’s best days, along with the rest of our

classmates. We’d dared each other to be the first to dive into the freezing sea and cooked up a

storm on disposable barbecues, the coals lit by those with Fire abilities. Naturally, with a bunch

of magicals, there’d been some Chaos displays, too. Genie, after a bit of coercion, had put on a

stunning Water show as the sun went down, manipulating liquid formations of gamboling sea

creatures, dancing mermaids, stampeding Kelpies, and a few sneaky scenes of the Atlantis

cityscape.Genie crinkled up her nose. “I think you’re being too hard on yourself. McCarthy said

you were getting better, and he’s not one to blow smoke up anyone’s ass.”“I have to be tougher

on myself,” I replied firmly. “Sure, I’ve progressed by leaps and bounds when it comes to

capturing my monsters, but there’s more to hunting than that. I need to be able to defend

myself on missions, against anything—monster or otherwise—or I’ll always be the weakest link.

And that starts with overhauling my fitness. That’s the foundation of my weakness.”“You could

come running with me to increase your stamina?” She grinned.I groaned involuntarily at the

mere thought. “Chaos, no. I’d rather bench press a rock golem.”“Do both. I could set up a circuit

for you.” She cackled. “Sprint 400 meters, twenty reps with a rock golem, jog a mile, thirty reps

with a gargoyle trying to smooch you, then finish off with a bit of electric muscle toning by lying

down on a raiju.”“Have you been reading Johannes’s playbook of pain?” I envied that she could

look forward to arena time, while I dreaded it with every fiber of my being. It was like a never-

ending video game where I kept getting stuck on the same level. Fortunately for my ego, I

wasn’t the only one who floundered during those sessions, and Johannes didn’t dole out

penalties for the lowest scorer, but I knew I could do better. No, I had to do better, even if that

meant… ugh, I could hardly bring myself to think it. Running.Genie snorted. “Where do you

think he gets his ideas from? I’m the mastermind.”“One day, when you’re done hunting in the

outside world, I bet you’ll be teaching here, cracking the whip and terrifying the living daylights

out of first years. You and Nathan, securing tenure here for the rest of your working lives.” I

genuinely could picture it vividly, and thought she’d find it funny—but her face told a different

story. Her eyes turned downward, her expression pinched. I guessed she didn’t know what the

future might hold for her. Her father had made a few comments over the last several months

about her finding a “suitable” husband—AKA an Atlantean—once she’d put in a couple years

of hunting. It was a life she didn’t want, and the topic never failed to put her in a grim mood.I

decided to change the subject and ramble a little to distract her back to her grinning self. “I



haven’t seen the pixies in a week, can you believe it? Poor things must be climbing the walls

for a bit of fresh air. And mischief. You know, I really owe Nathan a huge favor for letting me

take them out from time to time.”They weren’t supposed to leave the Repository, but I liked to

view those particular rules as guidelines. True, I’d promised Victoria that there would be a bond

of absolute trust between us, after the Door debacle. But if she insisted on keeping my pixies

locked up like criminals, then what choice did I have? They deserved more than that. All of my

Purges deserved more than that, but the rest had all gone on to the Bestiary already: a few

gargoyles, a minotaur, a couple of goblins, a satyr that had gotten me a bit flustered thanks to

my childhood obsession with Mr. Tumnus, and another banshee that had taken me out of

training for three days. There’d been a quartet of al-mi’raj, large hare-like critters with twisted

horns, and an orthrus, a two-headed wolf that had padded over and licked my face after I’d

Purged him. He’d whined like an abandoned puppy when I’d dropped treats into his orb before

he was taken to the Bestiary, and it broke my heart every single time. That was only scratching

the surface of what I’d created in the last six months, but Victoria had only allowed the pixies to

remain.And she only let the pixies stay because they’re small. Victoria had figured the Bestiary

wouldn’t miss them, since they didn’t provide much in the way of fuel. It didn’t sit well with me,

that living things could be categorized like that—valued for their size and power and what they

could provide for the magical world. There was no consideration of their worth as sentient

beings. When hunters brought back smaller captures, or I Purged something on the smaller

scale, she always got this “oh well, I guess they’ll do” look on her face. But some battles were

too big for a newbie to fight. Maybe, one day, I’d be able to make more of a difference, but I

lacked the clout right now. As long as she didn’t find out I was taking the pixies out now and

then, I’d be fine.“Nathan’s smitten with them.” A ghost of a smile returned to Genie’s face. “And

Boudicca has major love-heart eyes for him.”I shook my head. “Poor Spartacus. He’s head over

heels for her.” I thought of the pixie trio—Boudicca, Spartacus, Cynane—and my eagerness to

see them ramped up a notch. They’d lost so many of their friends, but they were a surprisingly

resilient species. Even through their grief, they could fill a room with babbling chatter and make

a mess of strawberry punnets. With the destruction they left in their wake, you’d think there

were still forty of them.“I think everyone is a little bit in love with Boudie.” Genie brightened a

little more. “Personally, I think Cynane has the je ne sais quoi of the bunch, but maybe I’m

biased.” She was named after another badass historical female warrior, to match Boudicca,

and both of them lived up to their namesakes.I chuckled. “Because she’s not after your

boyfriend?”“Not my boyfriend. Not even close.” The electric bristle came back into her

demeanor, and I knew her mind was already in the Repository. “And no, it’s because she

always comes to sit on my shoulder and helps me make Nathan turn beet red.”“You only have

to walk into the room to make that happen,” I reminded her.Genie beamed, her own cheeks

flushing with a pretty bloom of pink. “Last time, she told me that he still whips around when he’s

alone and asks if I’m there. I don’t think he’ll ever get over me using that invisibility spell.” I tried

to imagine Cynane pantomiming to get the story across, and a bubble of laughter rose in my

throat. Poor Nathan. Suddenly, Genie broke into a sprint, glancing over her shoulder with a

pixie-esque look of mischief. “Come on, Pers! Training starts now! Pick up the pace!”I took off

after her, and immediately regretted the decision. My limbs ached like someone had replaced

them with creaking logs and my arms pumped way faster than my legs could keep pace, which

only made my awkward crab impression ten times worse. I was glad the halls were empty,

because nobody needed to see this. Not unless they needed a lesson on how not to

run.FourNathan“Someone looks a bit more chipper this evening. How are those mice sitting in

that tummy of yours?” I sat cross-legged on the floor before Miss Bennet’s glass orb to watch



her eat. Miss Bennet was a fiery-scaled naga: a seven-foot serpent with a cobra’s hood and

carrot-colored eyes that, more often than not, held a withering glare. Her shining tail coiled

beneath her like bronzed ropes. I knew I was growing on her because she’d stopped spitting

venom at the glass every time I approached. Goodness, she was a beauty.Miss Bennet swayed

slightly, watching a white mouse scuttle across the floor of her orb. In one precise burst, she

snapped the rodent up and swallowed it whole. Others might have found the gulping sounds

grotesque, but I observed in awe as her muscles visibly constricted to urge the creature down

her endless neck. Her tongue flicked as she reeled back again, her eyes bright with the thrill of

the hunt.I smiled. “Delicious, non? I have it on good authority that they’re gourmet.”She dipped

forward and nudged the glass with her flat nose. “Nose” wasn’t quite correct, anatomically

speaking—she didn’t have a nose at all, just two nostril slits that flared with each inhale and

exhale. But it was easier to just say “nose,” so everyone understood.Now, I was no Dr. Dolittle

(though that would have made my job infinitely simpler), but I took Miss Bennet’s gesture as a

sign that she’d enjoyed her furry feast. I felt a touch sorry for the many mice that had been

dropped through the hatch to their imminent doom, but carnivores would carnivore. Miss

Bennet was usually fed a synthetic protein mix, but her stomach had been acting up in the past

week or so. I’d noticed her languishing in her orb, the sheen of her scales dulled to a brassy

hue. When one of my creatures was doing poorly, I did all I could to help, and that included, but

was not limited to, a few sacrificial rodents. I’d come to learn that Purge beasts were typically

sick for a few reasons: unsuitable diet, enclosure anxiety, or something in their environment.

For sweet and spitty Miss Bennet, the diet change appeared to have done the trick.I stood,

dusting off the seat of my trousers, and proceeded with the evening rounds. Duke, the two-

horned abada, very similar to a unicorn, chewed morosely on a parcel of synthetic fairy dust.

Ichiro and Gen, a pair of tortoise-shelled kappas, rested in bowed positions as the basin-like

indents of their skulls sloshed water that I’d poured in to keep them from freezing anyone on

the spot. A cluster of rompos, which I hadn’t gotten around to naming, tore up a protein block.

They were relatively small creatures with rabbit heads, badger forelegs, and the hind legs of

bears. They had emaciated middles and eerily human-esque ears. I had their orb hexed with a

silencing spell so they couldn’t sing and draw humans to their deaths. And Dante, the

Grootslang—a curious individual with the head of an elephant and the body of a serpent—

splashed contentedly in his half-filled orb of water.I paused beside the large orb that held a pair

of crocottas—wolf-dog beings that more closely resembled hyenas than any wolf or dog I had

ever seen. “Pelias, Neleus, I thought you two had agreed to make friends?” I said. They were

sulking at their respective ends of the enclosure, crying at one another before returning to their

teenage moping. I’d moved them into this larger orb and made sure they had separate feeding

drops in the hopes that it would lessen their frequent scrapping. I supposed it had worked,

basically, since whining was preferable to fighting.Pelias, identifiable by the yellowish tuft of hair

that stuck up like a mohawk, whimpered at me and snapped his jaws in his brother’s direction.

It set Neleus off immediately, barking in disapproval at whatever Pelias had said to me in

crocotta-speak. Sighing, I took a handful of monster treats—my personal recipe—and dropped

them through the brothers’ separate hatches. The two beasts descended on the snacks,

forgetting their fraternal quarrel in favor of delicious goodness. Sometimes, there was no better

way to achieve behavioral peace than simple bribery.“Behave yourselves,” I said, leaving them

to their crunching.I turned to a gaggle of yellow-eyed gremlins, whom I had also neglected to

name as of yet. I always had a harder time with the larger groups, especially if they lacked any

specific features that made it easier to tell them apart. Unprompted, one of them hooked his

fingers in the sides of his mouth, his slimy green tongue hanging out, and waggled his head



wildly.I believed I was doing some genuine good here, both for the monsters and the wider

magical community, by bringing attention to the fact that these were sentient, if occasionally

rude, beings who deserved better. It was on a small scale, through my thesis and my research

papers and my teachings, but I knew that my work was valuable. After all, it only took a tiny

spark to create an explosive change.Not all of the beasts took a liking to me, of course. Before

she was taken to the Bestiary, I hadn’t dared go near Persie’s second banshee, not after she’d

leapt out of the shadows at me and made me scream like a baby pterodactyl. But I tried my

best. It was why I liked to give them names—that way, at least while they were in my care, they

were not merely a statistic, a number, or a fuel source.Peace is hard to find. Harder still to

keep. Some days, I could not believe my fortune. How many people could honestly say that

they had landed themselves in their ideal job, where they experienced true contentment on a

daily basis? My life here would have been utter perfection if it weren’t marred by the memory of

what I had done to gain the position. I didn’t know if the ends could justify the means, but in my

case, there had been no alternative.I could not lose this.I would not. Besides, people lied on

their resumes all the time, and they mostly ended up fine. But I’d had the credentials and the

work ethic and the passion, and I could live with the lies I’d told if they allowed me to stay here

and make a difference.No, I told myself. No one could know the truth.“You understand, don’t

you?” I asked the gremlin. He repeated his head-shaking, tongue-wagging motion, and I

decided to take that as a “yes.”And no secret will prevent me from doing my life’s work,

dedicated to the altering of minds. Not everyone would understand if I were to reveal the truth,

so I chose to be cautious. I chose to show my worth through my devotion to the monsters and

the Institute, in the hope that it would make up for any sins that I carried inside me.“Looks like

no one’s here. I guess we’re good to open all the cages.” A familiar voice cut through my private

reverie. That deadpan delivery could only mean Genie Vertis.I could write twenty research

papers and still be no closer to understanding her.I hurried out of the aisles, wishing I hadn’t

changed into jeans and a T-shirt after dinner. I felt more capable when I had my polo-and-

tweed uniform on. Being so casual, I felt… exposed. I emerged from the orbs and saw the

dynamic duo waiting for me, still wearing martial-arts clothes and matching smirks. “Very

funny,” I said. “What would you unleash first?”“Good question.” Genie flashed me a disarming

smile. “The biggest one, for peak mayhem purposes, then the rest.”I laughed nervously, my

throat tight. “I’m not sure whether to be impressed or terrified.” I gestured to their clothing and

asked Persie, “Were you on dojo duty again?”“Need you ask?” She rolled her eyes. “Every

Monday, Wednesday, Friday—regular as clockwork.”“There’s always method in Marcel’s

madness. I’m sure he’s trying to teach you something,” I encouraged. After she’d saved the day

from Fergus, people at the Institute had finally given Persie the respect she deserved, but I

knew that wasn’t enough for her; she was always looking for another challenge.Genie laughed.

“McCarthy’s just trying to get free labor. If he had to do it himself, he’d snap the mop between

his beefy mitts.”“So poetic.” I smiled, gesturing toward my study. “Now, can I interest either of

you in a cup of tea? I was just about to put the kettle on. I think I have some shortbread

somewhere, too, if you haven’t eaten yet?”“You’ve been in Ireland too long,” Genie teased. “But

I’d take a coffee, if you’re brewing some. And I could murder some proper biccies, if you’ve got

any? Look at me, picking up the lingo! Aren’t you proud?”She knew full well that I had coffee,

and that I drank far too much of it. During most of our encounters, I had a novelty mug in one

hand. As for her newfound love of colloquialisms… well, it was unbearably charming.“I have

custard creams and chocolate hobnobs,” I said, feeling a little flustered.She smirked.

“Hobnobs? That can’t be a real thing. You’re pulling my leg.”“I assure you, they are very real.

They’re oaty, chocolatey biscuits—sorry, cookies. I think you’ll like them.” I turned to Persie.



“Anything for you?”“Tea sounds good, with milk and sugar.” She grinned, a peculiar look in her

eyes. As if she knew something I didn’t, and was having a secret, inner monologue about it. I

could almost see her lips moving.I all but sprinted for my study to give myself a moment of

quiet to compose myself. I liked to think of myself as a competent man who could socialize with

the best of them, and I’d even been known to make a decent job of flirting when the fancy took

me. However, since Genie had burst into my life, my tongue was forever tangling itself in knots

and my complexion never failed to give me away. It was the fate of the Irish to turn red in the

sun and, apparently, in embarrassing situations with women they found attractive.
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sykray, “The tale goes on.. By this 20th volume, most readers will know whether they like

Bella's writing. I am a liberal (from outside the US so probably much more liberal than most in

the US, if that's where you are). Bella's characters ignore and subvert conventions and rules.

What I like is that themes of inclusivity and prejudice thread through these books. As the

Mother of Monsters, Persie and her friends fight for the rights of purge monsters not to be

enslaved.”

Ebook Tops healer, “Another fun adventure in Persie’s story. Persie Merlin is trying to find her

own way in the world. Coming out of a famous family, having spent her childhood in the San

Diego Coven, Persie just wants to find her own talent and be worthy of the Merlin name. In this

book, Persie faces racist fanatics who are so far out of moral compass they hurt people. Persie

works to help one of the witch hunters out of a sense of right and to help the hex infected

people become cured. Their selfish response sparks one of the best purge beast characters so

far. Highly recommend this book for it’s action, romance, and aligory to our worlds current

status of bias and bigotry. Well done.”

woodsprite, “Another, and improved, entry in this series. I think virtually all aspects of the

series have tightened up and matured. I particularly admire the author's extensive use of myth

and language and relevant literature. I enjoyed this book and look forward to the further

adventures of this little group of humans and "monsters." Perhaps there will even be new faces.”

Sara Bonilla, “Omg, that big that Nathan is a necromancer. That was a huge secret of Nathan
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his father is davin doncaster.I cried when genie was dead. I'm happy for genie and Nathan they

are a couple. I'm happy that persie is starting to control her purge,Wonder what kind secret she

has.Can't wait the next journey”

Jodi Knaack, “Adventure galore!. Oh my gosh, the Harley, Finch, and Persie series is an

addicting series! Don’t get intimidated by the amount of pages. It is all quality writing. Makes

you wish for more books on all 3 characters!”

Diane, “Witch Hunters. Persie gets kidnapped but escaped them her kidnapped tells her of his

curse, and Persie,Genie & Nathan get pulled into her scheme to help the cursed kidnapper. All

this intrigue calls into question who the real culprit is. More to come!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Again. A really great read. Another super book to add to to the series. I

loved the way persi and her friends ,Genie and Nathan tracked down the witch hunters. They

they discover secrets in the organization, Reid a witch hunter kidnapped Persian and she

helped him to end a curse. And discovered even more secrets. So looking forward to the next

book. Well Done  Bella. I loved every page as always.”

cazmolly, “Persia Merlin. Loved the book - but disappointed book 21 not on Amazon in

November when it was supposed to be released in August 2020”

Jackie, “No spoilers. Again we’re back with Persie on her journey and routing for her.Bella s a

very creative author and I love and recommend all her books, you get sucked in the story you

lose all track of time.”

Diane Howe, “Great story. I love all the Harley Merlin books and many others by this author.

She has the ability to catch your interest from the first page. So I would buy her books

everytime she writes one that is a storyline I would be interested in.”

Kim Precious, “Harley Merlin 20: Persie Merlin and thr Witch Hunters. I love Bella Forrest’s

books. Each chapter written from a different character’s point of view, keeps the stories

interesting and unpredictable. If you love magic, fantasy, friendships and romance, you’ll enjoy

all Bella’s books.”
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